07.15.21

RELEASE NOTES

IROC 4.3 AND 4.4

Please note the summary of changes below that were made to IROC this morning Thursday, July 15, 2021 at
0700 mdt:
DMT:
Cleanup of Incidents Default View and Lists in DMT for better usability.
Hide 'Complex Member' field if not part of a complex
Hide 'Complex' field if not part of a complex
Add Related List for Complex Members
Removed Legacy Default Blocks from Default Request Blocks tab
#2
Removed Uses Workflow, ROSS ID, Archive from System tab
Removed Host Financial Codes related list
Removed Batch Requests related list
Hide Quick Fill related list (until we have this implemented at a later date)
#1
Hide Incident Preorders related list (until we have this implemented)
Cleanup of Organization Default View and Lists in DMT. An organization is 'managed' by only one
organization.
IROC will no longer show temporary resources in the related list
IROC will no longer show inactive VIPR contracts for vendors
Added a Contracts tab for what you are the managing dispatch for
Added a filter on the resources tab to show only active resources
Incidents:
IROC will no longer default Incident Name to the Incident Number and Incident Name field will now be
mandatory.
Updated the following contacts to allow a minimum of 40 characters for an entry:
Pick- up contact
Ordering contact
Incident ordering contact
Assigning contact (will allow 100 characters)
Request Contact
Requests:
ICBS Enhancements
When a radio kit is filled by the cache, the name of the resource created for the parent 4390 request
should be in the form 4390-<system number>. E.g. 4390-RS123. The current behavior is that the resource
created to fill the parent is showing the name of the first subordinate that was processed.
Radio kits will not able to be reassigned from a wildfire incident. This was implemented such that rather
than receiving an error when trying to reassign the radio kit to a new request, it just doesn't show up as
an option for filling a request.
ICBS date/times will no longer use DST flag.
Custom Request Block enhancement. Incorrect next number was populating in Custom Request Block.
Fixed bug on manage request screen not showing correct fields in portal for some catalogs/catalog items.
For example, previously when user pulled a supply request it was missing the 'Number of request' field.
Fix a bug in portal where users could not release resources on Prepo incidents.
Removed EMAC checkbox from request screen. (will be implemented at a later date)
Resolved bug when users were UTFing from the pending request list the documentation wasn't being
copied to the record.
Fixed a timing issue on request update exports to IRWIN.
Resolved issue where ‘Disconnect From Prepo’ was not exporting to IRWIN.
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Resources:
IROC will now allow a VIPR resource to attach to a non-VIPR contract.
Fixed bug where Dispatch Organization was not exporting to IRWIN on a change.
Operational Name fixes, including VIPR Vendor Name previously not populated in Operational Name.
#2 Module:
Additionally, the following reports have been modified/added to the IROC Reporting
Modified RST140 and RST141 reports to provide only T2IA national contract crews
RST140 - National T2IA Contract Crew Resource Status by Current GACC (Summary)
RST141 - National T2IA Contract Crew Resource Status
#1
Added RST142 and RST143 reports which provide only T2 national contract crews
RST142 - National T2 Contract Crew Resource Status by Current GACC (Summary)
RST143 - National T2 Contract Crew Resource Status

Reminders:
The new IIA Help Desk contractor handling Tier 1 IROC tickets are still working to get up to speed.
Tickets submitted via email or online chat are taking longer than expected to be addressed,
sometimes up to 12-36 hours after submission. If users have critical help desk needs PLEASE call the
help desk for more immediate assistance.
IROC will timeout after 60 minutes of no use. This time frame will not change based on user needs
and agency security constraints. Some users may experience screen timeouts sooner than 60 minutes
based on their own agency’s security policy. Numerous change requests have been submitted and
denied regarding this matter. Please understand IROC has no authority to change agency security
policies.
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